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Working Papers


Activities
Showcase Your Institution's Research (and Library Capabilities!)
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Andy Herzog (Speaker), Maureen Schlangen (Speaker)
Mar 15 2018

Library Impact on Student Success: Using Library Data to Improve the Student Experience
Shane A Nackerud (Speaker), Jan Fransen (Speaker), Melissa Bowles-Terry (Speaker), Jade Winn (Speaker), Michael R. Lfierl (Speaker), Clarence D. Maybee (Speaker)
Oct 4 2017

From Researcher Profiling to System of Record
Jan Fransen (Speaker)
Aug 16 2017

Data in the Library is Safe, But That's Not What Data is Meant For: Exploring the Longitudinal, Responsible Use of Library and Institutional Data to Understand and Increase Student Success
Megan Oakleaf (Speaker), Dennis Krieb (Speaker), Shane A Nackerud (Speaker), Jan Fransen (Speaker), Kate Peterson (Speaker), Ross Maclntyre (Speaker), Alison Sharman (Speaker)
Mar 24 2017

College and Research Libraries (Journal)
Jan Fransen (Peer reviewer)
2017 → …

Mapping Organizational Affiliations in Pure: Case Studies
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Ruth Allee (Speaker), Rebecca Hall (Speaker), Mark Zulauf (Speaker)
Nov 7 2016

Understanding Scopus Data, Pure Data, and Search Results
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Ruth Allee (Speaker), Lars Ostergaard (Speaker)
Nov 7 2016

Graduate in Four Years? Yes, the Library can help with that.
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Kate Peterson (Contributor), Kristen L Mastel (Contributor), Shane A Nackerud (Contributor), Krista M Soria (Contributor)
Nov 2 2016
We’re not alone: Working with campus partners to integrate the library into students’ academic experience  
Jan Fransen (Speaker)  
Apr 20 2016

North American Pure User Group Meeting (Event)  
Jan Fransen (Peer reviewer)  
2016 → ...

Dashboards and Reports  
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Emily Thomas (Speaker)  
Nov 16 2015

Organization/Person Synchronization and the Master List  
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Rebecca Bryant (Speaker), Rachel Dresbeck (Speaker)  
Nov 16 2015

Developing Collaborative Connections: Faculty, Researchers, and Librarians  
Beth Sandore Namachchivaya (Speaker), Jan Fransen (Speaker), Ashley Zmau (Speaker), Kelechi Okere (Speaker)  
Nov 6 2015

North American Pure User Group Founding Members: Case Studies of Pure at North American Universities  
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Ruth Allee (Speaker), Rebecca Bryant (Speaker), Rebecca Hall (Speaker)  
Oct 11 2015

Research Networking Systems: A data treasure trove for creating strategic research initiatives and analyses  
Cynthia Cleto (Speaker), Ruth Allee (Speaker), Sharlini Sankaran (Speaker), Julia Trimmer (Speaker), Kate McCready (Speaker), Jan Fransen (Speaker)  
Aug 14 2015

Stand Back and Watch: The Impact of Ongoing Usability Testing  
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Sunshine J Carter (Speaker), Geoffrey Peterson (Speaker)  
May 8 2015

Learning Analytics and Privacy: Multi-Institutional Perspectives on Collecting and Using Library Data  
Laurie Alexander (Speaker), Jan Fransen (Speaker), Nancy Adams (Speaker)  
Mar 28 2015

Assessing how Libraries Contribute to Student Success  
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Shane A Nackerud (Speaker)  
Nov 20 2014

Factors Associated with First-Year Students' Use of Libraries  
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Krista M Soria (Speaker)  
Nov 7 2014

Research Information Metrics: An interdisciplinary approach to understanding what we do  
Lesley A Lydell (Speaker), Emily Goff (Speaker), Jan Fransen (Speaker)  
Nov 7 2014

Library Use and Student Outcomes: Using Library Data to Improve the Student Experience  
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Shane A Nackerud (Speaker)  
Oct 27 2014
Sticking with STEM: Using Library Data to Improve the Student Experience
Carissa Tomlinson (Speaker), Jan Fransen (Speaker), Joanna Jezierska (Speaker)
Jun 30 2014

Finding what you know we have: Known item searching in a discovery environment
Jan Fransen (Speaker)
Apr 30 2014

Library Usage and Student Outcomes: Using Library Data to Improve the Student Experience
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Shane A Nackerud (Speaker)
Apr 9 2014

Library Data and Student Success
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Shane A Nackerud (Speaker)
Oct 28 2013

Library Data and Student Success Q&A Panel
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Shane A Nackerud (Speaker)
Oct 20 2013

Library Data and Student Success
Jan Fransen (Speaker)
May 21 2013

Do or Do Not...There is No Try: The Quest for Library Value
Melissa Bowles-Terry (Speaker), Megan Oakleaf (Speaker), Kate Peterson (Speaker), Shane A Nackerud (Speaker), Jan Fransen (Speaker), Graham Stone (Speaker), David Pattern (Speaker)
Apr 13 2013

The Libraries' role in the success of first year students
Kate Peterson (Speaker), Jan Fransen (Speaker), Kristen L Mastel (Speaker)
Feb 13 2013

Library Data and Student Success
Shane A Nackerud (Speaker), Jan Fransen (Speaker), Kate Peterson (Speaker), Kristen L Mastel (Speaker), Krista M Soria (Speaker)
Apr 27 2012

Library Data and Student Success
Shane A Nackerud (Speaker), Jan Fransen (Speaker), Kate Peterson (Speaker), Kristen L Mastel (Speaker), Krista M Soria (Speaker), David Peterson (Contributor)
Mar 14 2012

Short Attention-Span Coding: Leveraging Google Apps to Build Custom Solutions
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Megan M Kocher (Speaker)
Mar 14 2012

Synchronization and Syndication of Library Data: Results of the University of Minnesota's Discoverability Phase 1 Group
Jan Fransen (Speaker)
Jun 26 2010

Google Your Own Adventure
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Jon N Jeffryes (Speaker)
May 9 2010
Building Safety Nets into the Online Library: A Workshop
Jerilyn R Veldof (Speaker), Jan Fransen (Speaker)
Mar 17 2010

Wikipedia and Us
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Jim Newsome (Speaker)
Nov 21 2008

The Present and Future of the College of St. Catherine Library and Information Science Program
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Jane Littlefield (Speaker), Susan Shoemaker (Speaker), Joyce Yukawa (Speaker)
May 6 2008

Using Technology to Teach Information Literacy Skills
Jan Fransen (Speaker), Debbie Hackerson (Speaker)
Oct 26 2007